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Bill could 
put end 
to busing 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate 
easily approved legislation yesterday 
that would all but eliminate busing as 
a method of integrating public 
schools. The vote capped the first 
round of efforts by Senate conser- 
vatives to limit federal court authori- 
ty over social questions. 
Although the 57-37 tally was a major 
victory for Senate conservatives, the 
measure faces a highly uncertain 
future in the House. 
"The fight is not over," said Sen. 
Lowell weiker (R-Conn.) who has 
fought the proposal since last sum- 
mer. "This legislation will not be 
enacted into law in this session of 
Congress." 
Sen. Bennett Johnson (D-La.), a 
key backer of the bill, conceded there 
is "a big hill to climb in the House" 
and said he was aware that "tricks" 
in the House rules might be used 
against him. 
The bill would pass if the House is 
permitted to vote, Johnson said. 
The emotional battle was the first in 
a series in which conservatives are 
seeking to reverse social policy by 
limiting authority of federal courts to 
act on busing, abortion, school prayer 
and other constitutional questions. 
Critics condemn the tactics as a 
backdoor approach to amending the 
Constitution. 
Specifically, the anti-busing bill 
would prohibit federal judges from 
ordering students to be transported to 
schools moi. than 15 minutes or five 
miles from their homes. 
It would also bar the Justice 
Department from asking courts to use 
busing as a desegregation remedy. 
That would have no immediate im- 
pact because the Reagan administra- 
tion had dropped busing without 
waiting for congressional action. 
Weicker. in the midst of what is ex- 
pected to be a tough re-election cam- 
paign, used a wide range of Senate 
rules, including filibusters, to thwart 
busing opponents in past months. 
He said identical tactics would be 
used to block other social issues push- 
ed by Senate conservatives. 
Weicker and his allies, mainly 
liberal Democrats, said, the legisla- 
tion is a direct threat to the Constitu- 
tion because it limits the authority of 
federal judges to protect the right of 
students who still suffer from the ef- 
fects of segregated public school 
systems. 
"This is the beginning of the end of 
constitutional guarantees in this coun- 
try," said Sen. Dale Bumpers (D- 
Ark.) Yan Jiang slafl photo b   Dal* Omori 
Student finds beauty 
in China's old culture 
by Linda Perez 
News staff reporter 
Amidst the flux of terror and change that characterized China at the 
height of its Cultural Revolution during the 1960s, 23-year-old violinist Yan 
Jiang remembers the day the music died in her country. 
"I didn't know who they were, but they had the right to go into your room 
and put down everything they didn't like," Jiang explained, her voice 
tremoring slightly. A pained smile was on her face as she described those 
turbulent times. 
"We have to build new things, throw the old away, they say," Jiang said. 
In the minds of Maoists, building the new and discarding the old consisted 
of wiping out any artistic or intellectual remnant of past culture, Jiang 
contended. 
It included the shattering of the 11-year-old musician's violin, found 
among personal possessions in her bedroom. In low, quiet tones, she 
described the utter powerlessness incapacitating her and her family as they 
sat, guarded, in their living room while intruders ransacked their home. 
"I JUST sat there and cried. The people who broke my violin didn't 
understand why I felt the way I did. They left quickly. I must have been cry- 
ing very badly," Jiang recalled. "I hated playing violin at that time. I 
couldn't go out and play with my friends like I usedto; instead I practiced. 
But after they broke my violin, I missed it so much." 
Yet times have changed in China; the beauty she experienced in her early 
childhood has returned, and Jiang says she is proud of her country. After the 
Maoist regime was overthrown in 1972, she resumed her music studies in 
high school. 
Three years elapsed since Jiang had last played the violin, but through 
what she described as much perseverance she became a soloist for the 
Guangzhou Symphony. Upon the recommendation of her symphony or- 
chestra master, Jiang was not only accepted by the University's College of 
Music, but won a scholarship for her musical ability. 
"We know we wasted mucn time during the Cultural Revolution," she of- 
fered by way of explanation of her efforts to succeed. 
WITH A smile, Jiang rummages through her desk, pulling out a well-worn 
wallet crammed with pictures. Her small figure clad in red silk, amidst a 
circle of black-tuxedoed musicians, dominates one picture; a myriad of 
family photographs follows. 
But the picture that attracts one the most is one of the violinest at five 
years old, the age she first started to play. While the shining black hair and 
still Oriental face are hallmarks of a popular memory, the intensity 
registered in her very stance is remarkable. Chubby fingers clutch at the in- 
strument's bow, evidence of her determination even at this young age to 
master the violin. 
Jiang had not come from a musical family, yet she attributes her musical 
talent to the drive of her father, a prominent zoologist and professor in 
China, who first acquired a love for music while working in Malaysia. 
"When he came back to China he missed music so much he encouraged 
my brother to study, but hejust couldn't play," she said. "When he woulago 
out to be with his friends, I tried to learn to play his violin. Every time in 
music class, I sit by my brother. The teacher always asked him to play, but 
one day he asked me if I would like to try." 
BY THIS time, she has put away her wallet full of tattered, yellowing 
Shotographs. Sometimes browsing through them helps ease the loneliness, 
iang says she often feels as a foreign student, abroad for the first time from 
her homeland. 
At other times, playing the Chinese folk songs her family would listen to 
offers Jiang a pleasant contrast with the intricacies of Tchaikovsky and 
Mozart, alleviating whatever homesickness she may feel. 
But Jiang is quick to point out that most of her professors, as well as many 
music students at the University, have been very patient with her in light of 
what she professes to be her extreme difficulty, particularly during fall 
quarter, in speaking English. 
"But I must go back to China. Being Chinese, I can make a greater con- 
tribution to my country if I go back than if I stay in the United States. I 
started something here; I must go back and tell my friends." 
Black Student Union aims for more minority faculty 
by Linda Perez 
News staff reporter. 
Newly elected Black Student Union 
President Renee Tolliver admits she 
never experienced racism until her 
senior year in high school. 
"You hear things but you don't tend 
to believe them until they happen to 
you," she said with a rueful grin while 
explaining a personal instance of 
policy harassment in the 
predominantly white area of 
Philadelphia, her home for three 
years. 
Tolliver had been asked by police to 
show her drivers' license while sitting 
with a girlfriend in the girlfriend's 
parked car. 
Police not only demanded Tolliver's 
license but told her girlfriend, who 
was   white,   not   to   hang   around 
Tolliver for she was trouble. 
"THERE WAS no reason for them 
to do that," she contended. "I had no 
school record for disciplinary pro- 
blems and no city record for causing 
trouble. They had nothing on me, but 
they did what they did because I was 
black." 
As a result of this incidence, the 
girlfriend stopped associating with 
Tolliver, out of fear, Tolliver main- 
tains. Yet Tolliver herself experienc- 
ed a change in attitude. 
"I used to say 'Oh well, that's 
wrong.' But now If eel there's always 
something you can do," she said, ad- 
dressing the problem of racism not 
only in the outside world but at the 
University as well. 
Such an attitude prompted the 
22-year-old broadcast journalism ma- 
jor to run for the BSU presidency this 
quarter, which she won last Tuesday 
by twenty votes over Black Board of 
Cultural   Activities   member   and 
6residential candidate Troy Lindsey. 
er work as the BSU Vice President 
of Operations last quarter, as well as 
a peer counselor for the Student 
Development Program and a 
representative for a personnel board 
of the Student Government Associa- 
tion, has well qualified her for her 
present position, Tolliver maintains. 
HER MEMBERSHIP in the Delta 
Sigma Theta sorority has not been a 
drawback to her either, despite the 
distrust many blacks harbor toward 
Greek organizations. 
"Many people who are concerned 
with the welfare of our people believe 
that frats and sororities are more or 
less not looking at the people as the 
first priority, Tolliver explained. 
"But my sorority is a help to the black 
community; it's what inspired me to 
get involved in the first place. 
Anything that is for the betterment of 
my people, whether it comes from my 
sorority or BSU, is good; it doesn t 
matter what resources you use so long 
as the job is done." 
While Tolliver is quick to point out 
the accomplishments of BSU under 
other leaders, namely its role in the 
formation of the University's Ethic 
Cultural Arts Program, she is con- 
cerned with budget cuts the Alloca- 
tion of General Fees Committee 
might make Spring Quarter. The con- 
tinuation of the level of BSU program- 
ming reached in the past is par- 
ticularity vital to the organization. 
Tolliver contends. 
"As far as reaching all groups of 
people, the social events we nave 
sponsored have touched them the 
most," she said. "The last couple of 
turnouts at our programs have been 
great; we had faculty and ad- 
ministrators as well as students." 
CITING the role of BSU as one of 
educating students, a main interest of 
the organization has been and will 
continue to be increasing the number 
of permanent minority faculty. Mak- 
ing ethnic studies courses mandatory 
for all college students is another goal 
of the BSU, Tolliver says. 
Acknowledging all of society to be 
politically based, she urges black 
students to become more involved in 
the BSU, a primarily political 
organization, as well as using the 
various media on campus, including 
WBGU, WFAL and the 6bsidian to ex- 
press their views. 
"When you start working, these 
channels are not so readily 
available," Tolliver said, advising 
students to learn as much as they can 
while they are at the University. 
"College has brought a certaing 
awareness of myself that almost 
scares me, but it won't go away. 
Things have only made me more 
aware and more concerned." 
Child abuse hotline provides 24-hour help 
Editor's note: This is the second 
part in a three-part series examining 
child abuse in Wood County. 
byJanOberhouse 
News reporter 
It Is the middle of the night and a 
phone is ringing. The caller will not 
identify himself; but insists that help 
is needed. A woman gets up and 
enters the night air to investigate. 
She is not a policeman, fireman or 
doctor, but she must make herself 
available 24 hours a day to handle 
child abuse cases for the Children's 
Services Division of the Wood County 
Welfare Department. 
Lottie Williams explained her job, "If 
they just need someone to talk to, 
we re there. We kind of stabilize the 
situation until we can get to the peo- 
ple. But if the need arises, we are 
available and can go out at night." 
The Children's Services Division 
has seven workers and is the smallest 
unit in the Wood County Welfare 
Department. The division is made up 
of an adoption specialist, a person 
who licenses homes, someone who 
works with unwed mothers, two in- 
take workers and two counselors who 
deal with ongoing cases. 
THE SERVICE gets 50 to 60 calls 
reporting abuse each month. The 
calls are usually from neighbors, 
teachers or agencies. Williams said 
the caller does not have to identify 
himslef, but if he does, the name is 
never divulged. 
"We get some false alarms. We get 
people who have had an argument or 
disagreement with a neighbor or a 
family member," she saia. "But the 
majority of the complaints are valid." 
When Williams is not receiving 
calls or handling appointments in the 
office, she is out in the field making 
home visits. 
"Each one of us has our own way of 
confronting a parent. We may make 
unannounced home visits. We have a 
right to go to a home and confront 
them," she said. "They (the parents) 
don't have to let us in, but if the com- 
plaint is serious enough we can get the 
sheriff involved." 
WILLIAMS SAID many of the 
abusers are hostile when confronted. 
"Our services are not ones that most 
people want. We get called a few 
choice names or threatened. But we 
have to do it anyway. 
"Sure, it's an invasion of privacy. 
But at the same time, we have an 
obligation to the children." 
Many parents believe they have the 
right to discipline their children the 
way they think is best, but Williams 
said, "Using an object to discipline 
their children that will leave bruises, 
scars or injure them, is totally 
incorrect." 
If the counselors cannot verify the 
abuse during the unannounced visit, 
but there is enough evidence to show 
there is need for intervention, the ser- 
vice will open a child welfare case to 
monitor family functions. 
Abusive parents are rarely ar- 
rested, Williams said, because it is 
difficult to compile enough evidence 
to substantiate legal action. "We have 
to have documentation. Sometimes 
we have pictures from hospitals, 
medical reports and witnesses. ' 
If a chila has to be removed from 
the home, is abandoned or is given up 
for adoption, it is usually placed in 
foster homes, group homes or pro- 
spective adoptive homes, Williams 
said, but the organization has been 
forced to search outsid e Wood County 
for foster homes because of a 
shortage. 
Parents can go to several agencies 
for therapy such as the Children's 
Resource Center, Health Clinic or 
Family Services and Williams said 
counselors urge parents to seek 
counseling. If the courts are involved, 
treatment could be mandatory. 
Inside 
^ Yesterday,   Falculty 
■% Senate   approved   a 
^^ resolution   to   amend 
the faculty handbook.  
4 Dr. Ben Bloxham, a 
professor at Brigham 
Young University, said 
if more people compiled 
thorough family records, 
history might be rewritten. 
6 David Jenkins and 
Marcus Newbern led 
Bowling Green's 
basketball team to an unusual 
first-round MAC playoff win 
over Miami last night in 
Anderson Arena. 
Weather 
Cloudy. High in the low 30s, 
low   20-25. 
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Opinion 
Foreign aid program: Outlook for higher education: bleak 
noble cause or farce? 
President Ronald Reagan, in a speech before the 
Organization of American States last week, offered an 
unprecedented program of trade, investment assistance 
and direct financial aid for poor countries of the Carib- 
bean Basin and Central America. 
This plan includes a proposed $350 million appropria- 
tion which would boost aid to this region to $824.9 million, 
about double the 1981 figure. 
Most of this proposed appropriation would be concen- 
trated in the private sector. Along with this appropria- 
tion, Reagan will ask Congress to ease trade restrictions 
for these countries and offer tax incentives to encourage 
investment in the area. 
President Reagan said this aid package is a move in 
defense of freedom to ensure peace and security in this 
region as well as a move to ensure that more "Cubas" do 
not spring up in the region. 
While these countries are in need of increased aid to 
strengthen their economic bases, we believe more 
guidelines should be established for this aid once it is 
given to these governments. 
If money is given to be used indiscriminately by these 
countries, who is to say it will be used for the reason it 
was granted? If guidelines are established, this would en- 
sure the aid would be used to benefit the economy of this 
region. 
If this money is indeed used to strengthen the 
economies of these countries, then it has gone for a good 
cause. 
However, if this program merely becomes a guise to 
channel additional military aid on top of the increased 
militry aid the United States has already offered this 
region, then the whole economic program is a farce. 
Financial aid reductions 
spell educational disaster 
Focus 
by Steve Taylor 
University Student 
Even though I basically support 
President Reagan, I can no longer 
remain silent on the issue of financial 
aid for college students. I have heard 
and read a great deal recently regard- 
ing the educational cuts from the Ohio 
budget, but little has been written 
regarding the plans of the present 
national administration concerning 
college aid for students. According to 
the Feb. 22, 1982 issue of Newsweek, 
Reagan proposes the following: 
• Supplemental Educational opportu- 
nity Grants (S.E.O.G.) would no 
longer exist. 
• Ending Federal contributions to 
the National Direct Student Loan Pro- 
gram and chopping 28% from the 
College Work-Study Program. 
• Slashing the number of students 
receiving Pell Grants (B.E.O.G.) by 
36 percent. 
• For the Guaranteed Student Loan 
program, all students would have to 
pass a financial needs test; loan re- 
payment would be set at market inter- 
est rates; origination fee would 
double from five to 10 percent of the 
loan; and graduate and professional 
students would become ineligible. 
President Reagan wants these 
changes to become effective April 1. 
It is not enough for the state of Ohio to 
cut back on education spending, 
which will undoubtedly increase stu- 
dent tuition and fees, but now the 
federal government is proposing to 
slash financial aid to such a point 
where many of us college students 
would be forced to drop out. Then we 
can join the ranks of trie unemployed 
since there are no jobs. 
I The proposal that graduate and 
professional students become ineli- 
gible for the Guaranteed Student 
Loans is a terrible threat to higher 
i education. How does the current ad- 
ministration expect for graduate and 
professional students to finance their 
education? 
Some of us undergraduates will be 
graduate students in the future and 
this is very troubling. How can any 
undergraduate plan his educational 
future with these proposals hanging 
over like a dark cloud? Those of us 
currently in college with some finan- 
cial aid can never be sure we will 
have enough money to finish our 
educations, and now, things are be- 
coming dangerously worse for us. 
These reductions would mean disas- 
ter for many college students. 
Are we to sit, do nothing, and let 
Reagan's proposals become law? I 
think it is about time that we college 
students begin writing letters to our 
congressmen and senators and in- 
form them of how we feel. We cannot 
slash our own futures, which will 
happen unless we act. 
It may come to the day, in the very 
near future, when only students from 
upper-class families will be able to 
obtain a college education. It would be 
a waste of mass' ve human potential to 
close the door to the lower and middle 
classes, as Reagan's proposals would 
most certainly do. 
Instead of spending additional bil- 
lions and billions of dollars for de- 
fense, why doesn't the federal 
government put some of our tax dol- 
lars back into, education - where the 
future of America really lies? 
America, the so-called Land of Op- 
portunity, may not provide an equal 
opportunity for all to achieve a col- 
lege education if they so desire. Rea- 
ganomics is now hitting home for 
most of us and I think that it is about 
time for us to stand up and to be 
heard! 
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For the past month very discourag- 
ing news has been coming forth from 
the legislative chambers of the 
statehouse in Columbus. With recent 
budget deficits skyrocketing towards 
$1 billion it is of little wonder that 
confusion is present concerning the 
financial situation of higher educa- 
tion. 
The outlook for the future of higher 
education in Ohio is extremely bleak 
at the moment, with few signs point- 
ing to a recovery in the near future. 
Financial problems that are confront- 
ing state universities are not those 
that are "here today, gone tomor- 
row," but rather complex financial 
budgetary problems that show signs 
of being around for quite awhile un- 
less something is done. 
Within the walls of higher education 
a feeling of abandonment towards 
state legislators and state bu- 
reaucrats is present in the minds of 
students, professors and administra- 
tors. Many feel that unless the finan- 
cial problems are tackeled head on 
and defeated with long-term goals, 
that state supported universities may 
have no future. Irreversable damage, 
although not present as of yet, is only 
months away if the financial crisis 
confronting universities is not cleared 
up- 
State-supported universities across 
the state have had to make severe 
cuts in a number of areas ranging 
from library facilities to financial 
resources for scientific research. 
Bowling Green has had to make its 
share of cuts and these additional cuts 
are being felt throughout the Univer- 
sity community. 
The most recent action directly 
related to the financial crisis con- 
fronting the University was the 7-per- 
cent increase in University room and 
board costs approved the Board of 
Trustees. 
University interim president Dr. 
Michael Ferrari has also stated that 
"since the educational and general 
budget for the 1982-83 will not be 
approved until May there is still a 
chance of an institutional fee increase 
for the coming school vear. 
Another area that is being slashed 
is the varsity sports program, al- 
Focus 
themselves about the problems that campaign changes can be made at the 
are present right now, for they will statehouse that might slowly turn the 
not go away overnight. It is important   tide of this financial crisis. These 
by Roger Weaver 
State and Community 
Affairs Coordinator 
though its contribution to quality edu- 
cation is not directly related, it is still 
the focal point for spirit and enthu- 
siasm within the student body and is 
something that we can all be proud of. 
that we understand the magnitude of 
these financial problems and the far- 
reaching effects they will have on us. 
Take the time and contact your 
state representative and find out what 
is happening at the statehouse. Get in 
contact with your student government 
representative who will nave infor- 
mation on local involvement at the 
statehouse and how to get involved. 
Students need to realize that legis- 
lative change at the statehouse is a 
long and complicated process. Many 
times it takes months for ideas to 
develop into bills, only to be lost 
forever in the political webs of com- 
mittee's and sub committee's. How- 
ever,   through   a   coordinated 
changes not only will effect you, the 
student, with lower tuition bills, but 
also help the University In the long 
run maintain the high standards of 
excellence that it has acheived over 
the years. 
It has been through coordinated 
efforts by state politicians to attract 
industry and jobs that Ohio, one of the 
wealthiest states, ranks a pitiful 50th 
in its support of higher education. 
Let's begin now coordinating our ef- 
forts and talents to give constructive 
input to reverse this trend. 
To stand back and not give input 
aimed at stopping this financial crisis 
facing universities would be totally 
irresponsible    and   something   we 
We the stuaents of Bowling Green 
State University have already been 
effected by the financial crisis facing 
the University. Although confusion 
may be taking place in the chambers 0amn'ajPr, in which students and Uni-   woul° aU re<Sret kter. Let us protect 
of the state legislators, let us not also ^rsPtvTdiKSrl-»orttMether   for our chU(fi"en what we ^ve taken 
be caught uP*in the confusion  Stu- %™*c~fc!Te  much £nbe   «" ^ted and is slowly being taken 
dents need to take the time to educate accomplished.   Through   a   unified   away,. . .budget cut after budget cut. 
E COUKJI* wentrn © not •» ■* iwuas CHWI r**m. 
Letters- 
Is patriotism becoming 
a vanishing quality? 
The American Heritage Dictionary 
defines a patriot as: a person who 
loves, supports and defends his coun- 
try. After reading the Focus column 
on conscientious objectors to the draft 
by Steven Arnold, it became clear 
that patriotism is truly a vanishing 
quality in our country. 
Mr. Arnold has a valid point when 
he condemns war, as any reasonably 
intelligent person should. It is true 
that war is a brutal and destructive 
thing, but think for a moment: where 
would our country be today if our 
forefathers hadn't unselfishly given 
their lives in battle? 
We would prefer to stay here in Ohio 
safe from war as much as you would 
Mr. Arnold, but, if the situation arises 
when our country needs us, you better 
believe we will fight to the end for our 
freedom as our forefathers did. That's 
right Mr. Arnold, FREEDOM - free- 
dom like you are exercising when you 
speak your mind in your column. Just 
think Mr. Arnold - how many coun- 
tries would enable you to freely speak 
your mind? 
It is true Mr. Arnold, it takes a 
brave man to stand up for his beliefs; 
but, doesn't it take an even greater 
man to put his life on the line fip'iting 
for his freedom and country? 
With a country comprised of protes- 
tors, objectors, and complainers, we 
might as well say hello to the stern 
hand of Communism. 
Respond— 
Thousands of lives have been given 
in order that we may have our "basic 
human rights." It would be a true pity 
to stand hy (conscientiously object- 
ing I and watch the onslaught of Com- 
munism, and the end of our "basic" 
freedoms. We would both hate to think 
that the lives of our forefathers have 
been wasted fighting for our freedoms 
that many seem to take for granted. It 
is true Mr. Arnold, not everyone is cut 
out to be a soldier. However, and 
we're sure you're aware of it, there 
are numerous other capacities in 
which one can serve his country with- 
out seeing combat. We don't want 
war, we just want a strong, united 
country -like the one our forefathers 
fought for. 
Patriotism - that proud, vanising 
quality that made this country great - 
where has it gone? 
Brian Fink 
John Muter 
229 Darrow 
University mascot 
is a female hawk 
As  women   students  at   Bowling 
Green State University, we would like 
DOONESBURY 
to point out some interesting facts 
concerning the mascots at this institu- 
tion. According to Webster's Diction- 
ary, the word falcon is used 
technically as a female hawk, 
whereas, tiercel is used to denote the 
male species of a hawk. 
In regards to the fact that a major- 
ity of names give to men's sports 
teams are oriented towards masculin- 
ity, we find it interesting that the 
University is represented by females. 
But are females properly represented 
by the University? No they are not! 
Our student population is dominantly 
female, therefore,  it should follow 
that our women's sporting events 
should receive at least equal coverage 
as the men's. However, the men's 
teams receive far more publicity than 
the women's. We feel this is demean- 
ing to our mascot the falcon, who is, 
(ifyou forgot already), a female. 
Note: The ideas expressed here are 
not necessarily those of Frieda the 
Falcon, but it is our belief that if she 
could speak, she would strongly agree 
with us. 
Kellie Holaman 
Branda Rupp 
31S S. Main 
Fred Abell a model, 
inspiration to students 
This letter is in response to the 
excellent article written by news re- 
porter Michael Amburgy on February 
19. This article centered itself around 
a very special man, Fred Abell. When 
one first sees Fred they will quickly 
notice that he is physically hand- 
icapped, but as a person he is far from 
being handicapped. Personally I've 
never spoken to Fred, but I've sat 
near him many times on my lunch 
break. Of all these times I've never 
seen him in any less than terrific 
spirts! 
To myself, Fred Abell is a model 
and an inspiration that we as students 
should think about much more se- 
riously. He is a man who I'm sure will 
succeed in all that he may persue, no 
matter how tough the road may be! 
"Fred Abell Jr., I wish you the very 
best of all things! You're a WIN- 
NER!" 
Jon David Wada 
408 Bromfleld 
by Garry Trudeau 
If you would like to comment on 
something in The News or anything 
of interest to the campus or com- 
munity,   write   to  the   News: 
The letter or guest column 
should be typewritten, triple 
spaced and signed. Please in- 
clude your address and 
telephone number for verifica- 
tion. Letters to the editor 
should not be longer than 200 
words and columns should not 
be longer than 500 words. 
The News reserves the right 
to reject letters or portions of 
letters that are in bad taste, 
malicious or libelous. All are 
subject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
'   The BG News 
106 University Hall 
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Faculty Senate approves amendment to handbook 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
An amendment to the University's 
policy on teaching responsibilities 
and two resolutions were approved by 
Faculty Senate at its meeting 
yesterday. 
The first, which amended the facul- 
ty handbook, emphasizes "a need for 
faculty to meet all their classes," Dr. 
Richard Ward, Senate chair, said. 
As amended, the section now lists 
as responsibilities of teacher- 
scholars: "The responsibility to meet 
classes and other academic obliga- 
tions regularly and at scheduled 
times, including classes immediately 
preceding vacation periods and dur- 
ing final examination periods, to 
assist in arrangement when emergen-" 
cies   intervene,   to   maintain 
reasonable opportunities for student 
contact and conference, and to pro- 
vide information on progress and 
evaluation as part of student learning 
experience." 
"It is to simply remind people on 
what we agree is a general policy," 
Ward said. "It Is to stress the period 
of time that seems to be a problem." 
SEVERAL SENATE members ex- 
pressed concern that the amend- 
ment's emphasis on those time 
periods could be interpreted as a need 
tor less emphasis on other time 
periods. 
"There will be no change in basic 
policy," Ward said. "It's just a 
reminder." 
The amendment passed, despite 
several no votes. 
Also approved at the meeting was a 
resolution opposing "any move to 
reduce or eliminate state subsidies" 
for foreign graduate students. 
The resolution pertains to a bill in 
the Ohio General Assembly that 
would change the classification of 
foreign students from simply an out- 
of-state student to a new recognition 
as a foreign student, Dr. Stuart 
Givens, professor of history, 
explained. 
THE BILL would take state sub- 
sidies away from foreign graduate 
students and force the students to pay 
completely (unless the University of- 
fered aid) for their schooling, Givens 
said. 
That would burden the student with 
paying from $4,000 to $10,500 a year, 
depending on the level of graduate 
work, Ward said. 
Ward said there are 303 foreign 
students at the University and 128 of 
them are graduate students. 
"It is not money to the student (that 
the bill would remove)," Dr. Robert 
Guion, professor of psychology, said. 
"It's money not coming to the Univer- 
sity and I don't mean to sound tacky 
because of a stupid parochialism that 
is used as an excuse for not suppor- 
ting the University." 
Guion called the resolution one of 
the most worthwhile the Senate has 
dealt with in several years. 
DR. FRANK Baldanza, University 
professor of English, said the bill 
would allow for "the possibility of cut- 
ting out all foreign students at the 
University and that idea is shocking." 
The resolution passed unanimously. 
And the Senate unanimously ap- 
proved a resolution expressing "ap- 
preciation to Interim President Fer- 
rari for initiating a 'University-wide 
appraisal directed toward goals and 
plans for improving the status of 
women and minorities during 1980s.'" 
Ward also announced the results of 
a faculty vote, approving the propos- 
ed elimination of the withdraw-pass 
option. 
Of 730 eligible voters, he said, 370 
signed ballots, with 184 approving and 
186 voting against the proposal. 
Although the majority voted against 
the option, he said the University 
charter requires that 35 percent of 
those eligible to vote be opposed for a 
proposal to be defeated. 
BY VIRTUE of not meeting 
that...requirement (256 no votes 
would have been required to defeat 
the proposal)," Ward said, "the 
Faculty Senate proposal has been 
sustained." 
Ward said the proposal now will be 
considered by Ferrari, and if approv- 
ed, will go to the Board of Trustees. 
Also at the meeting, Acting Provost 
Dr. John Eriksen, Academic Council 
chairman, and Dr. Reginald Noble, 
Senate represenative to Academic 
Council, updated the Senate on Coun- 
cil's recent activities. 
Concerning the progress of the 
University's conversion to semesters, 
Eriksen said the colleges of Business 
Administration, Education and 
Musical Arts will report about their 
conversions at today's Academic 
Council meeting. 
Ferrari supports tax increase to help deteriorating state budget 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
The bad news continues to flow out 
of Columbus and into the University's 
pocketbook, and Interim President 
Dr. Michael Ferrari yesterday 
related for Faculty Senate the most 
recent financial news to the 
University. 
The latest development is an addi- 
tional 1 percent cut in state spending, 
effective Marcl 16. Ferrari said. Add- 
ed to a 3 percent cut implemented ii. 
late January, state spending on the 
year now has been reduced by 4 
percent. 
The additional cut brings the 
University's reduction in stale sub- 
sidies to about $1.4 million, an in- 
crease of about $400,000 from the total 
under the 3 percent cut. 
Ferrari said the cost-saving 
measures announced to Faculty 
Senate on Jan. 26 will save the Univer- 
sity  about  $2  million.   Thus,   the 
University   "could   absorb   up  to 
another 1 or 2 percent cut," he said. 
"BUT THAT'S about it for this 
fiscal year," he added. 
Ferrari (who, with other state 
university presidents, met Monday 
with Budget Director Howard Collier) 
said Collier "has confirmed that 
Ohio's economic condition continues 
to deteriorate." 
He said Collier and Ohio Board of 
Regents Chancellor Howard Moulton, 
when asked Monday, "'What's going 
to happen in another month here?'" 
could give no answers or offer any 
solutions.      " 
Their response, he said, was to 
warn that the 8.9 percent cut. 
threatened earlier in the year, could 
end up being "the best case." 
That cut would reduce University 
state subsidies by about $3 million. 
"A TAX increase is essential," Fer- 
rari said. "It is absolutely essential. 
mere is not enough revenue. The 
legislators are not entirely sym- 
pathetic to a tax program. But there 
is no way out of it at this point." 
Ferrari said the chancellor con- 
tinues to be unsympathetic to the 
University's request that the Regents' 
enrollment ceiling and its penalty for 
violation be relaxed. 
"He ought to be more sensitive and 
knowledgeable about the issue," Fer- 
rari saiav'But so far, it's been, 'It's 
Bowling Green's challenge... Keep up 
the good work.'" 
Ferrari also accepted the respon- 
sibility for the decision to cut four 
sports from the University. 
"THAT DECISION was my deci- 
sion (after recommendations by the 
athletic director.) It's not a pleasant 
task to build a program and then be 
called upon to eliminate it," Ferrari 
said. "There'll be a lot of second 
guesses about that. There always will 
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CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS 
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THE KEY IS HAVING A  CONTEST 
Order your 1982 yearbook this week and your name will be 
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'Roots' spurs interest in genealogy 
Degrees available for tracing heritage 
MANDATORY 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
for Daytona Beach 
\       Spring Break Trip 
\-£ _    TONIGHT 
"^^^ 8:00 PM 
GRAND BALLROOM 
All participants MUST attend 
GET PSYCHED FOR 
FLORIDA! (Only 16 more days!) 
PROVO, Utah (AP) - At 
Brigham Young Univer- 
sity you can March for tat 
roots of your family tree 
and earn • degree for it. 
And the director of the 
program. Dr. Baa Blox- 
hauL profeaaor of family 
and local history. Mid U 
more people compiled 
thorougn family records, 
hiatory might literally be 
rewritten. 
"The only people we've 
ever studied academically 
are the famous, not the 
common," said Bloxham. 
"It's almost a distorted 
view of the past. I'm sure 
we'd have a different per- 
spective of the settling of 
Salt Lake City, for exam- 
ple, if we knew more about 
The American 
Cancer Society 
thanks you. 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Graon 
Phon*: 362-1195 
SPECIAL RATES 
ON FALL LEASES, 1M2 
hjmiahad or unfurnished" 
Hour.  Mon-Frl. 8-12 « 1-5 
Set. 10-2 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished: $250 
Furnished; $270 
Landlord Pays All Utilities 
1 Bdrtn: Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished; $225 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident Pays Electric Lights 
2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $266 
Furnished; $285 
Landlord Pays Gas Haat 
Residen t Pt/s Electtc Lights 
EthuWnct—: 
Unfurnished; $200 
Fumiahad;   $226 
Landlord Pays A| UIMtae 
• Laundry facilities available   • Gas haat 
• Swimming pool   • Party room 
• Game room   e Sauna 
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DINING FOR A 
SMALL PLANETl 
Open Tues.Wed.Thurs. 
4:30-6:30p.m. 
A Dining Alternative' 
Vegetarian Dishes 
featuring 
Tuesday Night:   Fisherman's Platter 
Wednesday Night:   Batterdip Chicken Dinner 
Thursday Night:   Shrimp Dinner 
BRING YOUR NON VEGETARIAN FRIENDS 
Steak Night Special 
Wednesday, March 3 
$5.05 
or $6.00 with Salad Bar 
Coupons Accepted 
Located in the Pheasant Room, 2nd floor 
off the University Union 
the first 141 people who 
entered the valley rather 
than Just studied the jour- 
nals of their pioneer 
leader, Brigham Young." 
TO EARN an associate, 
a bachelor's or a master's 
degree in family and local 
history at BYU, a student 
does more than just com- 
pile trivial information 
about an ancestor. An ex- 
tensive study of different 
historical periods, plus 
tpt^fiiMH study in family 
and local history, as well 
as genealogy and histori- 
cal research and writing 
are required. 
Students are taught to 
study individuals or fami- 
lies in an historical context 
within a community and to 
assess the impact of na- 
tional or regional events. 
"You end up with a lot 
more than a history of a 
family. You end up with 
the history of America," 
said Bloxham. "Because 
when a historian comes 
along who's studying the 
Depression, and reads 
about how the Depression 
affected this family, he 
gets a personal, grass- 
roots experience about 
that period that he might 
not otherwise get by just 
studying an historical ac- 
count of the Depression." 
"If enough family histo- 
ries were compiled we 
might be able to reinter- 
pret the Depression, for 
example," he added. 
ALTHOUGH    AUTHOR 
Alex Haley's book, 
"Roots," boosted genea- 
logy from a specialty for 
trained professionals to a 
popular hobby, it still 
doesn't have the academic 
respect in this country that 
it does elsewhere, Blox- 
ham points out. 
Three uriversities in En- 
K" ind - the University of 
ndon, Leeds University 
and the University of Not- 
tingham - all offer degrees 
or specialized study in this 
area. And Bloxham discov- 
ered during a trip to En- 
gland that the subject is 
even taught in the public 
schools. 
"Their definition of local 
history is history of a place 
as it is made up of people. 
It didn't occur to them that 
you should have to call it 
Senealogy or family his- 
)ry because that was just 
assumed to be a part of 
local history." 
Interest in genealogy at 
the university and public- 
school level is increasing. 
Ten years ago, Bloxham 
surveyed 1,500 universities 
and found that fewer than 
20 offered courses in the 
subject. A year ago he did 
a follow-up study and 
learned that nearly 300 of- 
fer some type of credit. 
A few public schools, in- 
cluding a system in 
Georgia, are consulting 
with the BYU department 
about family and local his- 
tory programs that thev 
intend to start. 
Because the field has 
become so sophisticated, a 
serious amateur can be 
taught to look beyond the 
nle birth, marriage and 
h   facts,   Bloxham 
notes. 
"We suggest they visit 
the houses where their an- 
cestors lived and interview 
the current residents or, if 
possible, get some infor- 
mation about the house. 
You can learn to study 
photographs - not just for 
the person's face but to 
determine something 
about their lifestyle and 
circumstances." 
Government picks group representatives 
Organizational represen- 
tatives to the Student Gov- 
ernment general assembly 
ware chosen by Student 
Government members 
Monday. 
Organizations were cho- 
sen on the basis of rep- 
resentation, service and 
policy-making, as outlined 
m the student body consti- 
tution. 
"The 10 groups that we 
selected best fulfilled the 
spirit of the constitution," 
Bruce   Johnson,   student 
body president, said. 
Organizations given two- 
year seats, as outlined in 
the constitution, were the 
Commuter Off-Campus Or- 
ganization, Interfraternity 
Council, Panhellenic Coun- 
cil, Student Consumer 
Union and Women for 
Women. 
"WE FELT that these 
five organizations had a 
definite history of being 
active," Johnson said. 
Five organizations were 
given one-year seats to im- 
Kove continuity of the se- 
rtion process, Johnson 
said. This would permit 
selection of organizations 
annually instead of bi-an- 
nually, he explained. 
Organizations given one- 
year seats included Active 
Christians Today, Resi- 
dent Student Association, 
Undergraduate Alumni As- 
sociation and University 
Activities Association. 
Devotion With Brother- 
hood, the only minority 
group to apply, was also 
given  a  one year  seat, 
Johnson said. 
"THEY DID put on there 
(the application) that they 
felt they represented black 
minority groups," he said. 
"And we feel that black 
minorities should be rep- 
resented in student govern- 
ment. 
"A general election 
usually elects majority 
students. This is an avenue 
to ensure a broader rep- 
resentation of the student 
body." 
Johnson and Potapchuk 
said the only applying 
group whose appointment 
was debated was the Resi- 
dent Advisers Union. 
"We think that they were 
more or less University 
personnel," Johnson said. 
'"That potentially could 
cause problems. They 
could be influenced by the 
administration because of 
their personnel commit- 
ment. 
Student Government will 
meet tonight in McFall 
Center at 9:30 p.m. 
Board of Black Cultural Activities 
presents 
FASHION BLEND '82 
ALL OUT IN STYLE 
and 
CABARET 
featuring Cochise Collier of 
Kent State University 
Friday, March 5,1982 
8:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom 
Tickets $2.50 Sold at the Door 
2-4-1 
on Rolling Rock 
ALL NIGHT - ALL WEEK 
MARCH 2 - 6 
Pendleton Mgt.Co. 
New Location 
853 Napoleon  Apt #5 
Still have some great apartments available 
for Spring or Fall 
vlloge Green Luther       Forest Apartments 
352 6167    352 2276     352 6985 
Going South For Spring Break? 
Our Swimsuits Are In- 
See Our Urge Selection Today 
SQSKUL. St.   '    W 
M II N M M M- 
SPECIAL SUMMER 
RATES 
(furnished 2 bedroom) 
• HAVEN HOUSE    • PIEDMONT 
only $500.00 for the   only $400.00 for the 
entire summer cntire summer 
Houses, Efficiencies, & Rooms 
CALL 352-9378 
Rental Office Located At Tne 
New Cherrywood Health Spa 
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Advanced Ticket Coupon SAVE $2.00 
TOSHIKO AKIYOSKI/LEW TABACKIN BIG BAND 
April 3, 1982, Kobacker Hall, 8 pm 
Adults: VIM $7.00 
Student: $/.0O $5.00 
So/e $2.00 off the regular priced admission by ordering today! 
Send coi pon and check payable to: College of Musical Arts 
(limit 2) Jazz it Up!. BGSU, Bowling Green, OH 43403 
Tickets will be held at the Box Office and may be pick-up after March 29 
Students Political 
Awareness & Students For Life 
invite you to a ... 
fr Free Lecturer 
ABORTION: Life & Choice 
Situation 
TONIGHT 
7:30 210 Math Science 
Linda Theis 
President of Ohio Right 
to Life Commission 
will speak 
Plan to attend!! 
Repeat Performance 
RAPE CULTURE: EVERY WOMAN HAS A STORY 
7:30 p.m. - Wed. March 3 
A Dramatic Reading Presented by Women for Women 
405 University Hall Public Invited 
Tfcf BO Ne*» Mwch 3, 1M2 5 
Money complications end Jamaican trip 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
Brenda Binkley could not have asked for a better 
graduation present-a trip to Jamaica. 
Her parents and grandparents were pyinp for an 
eight-day trip to Montego Bay, Jamaica, through Thom- 
son Vacations, a travel agency in Chicago. 
But Brenda's eager anticipation soon turned to anger 
and disappointment. 
Brenda, along with about 100 other persons, signed up 
for the eight-day trip to Montego Bay through Joe Fields, 
a sophomore marketing major. 
Fields, who is under investigation by Campus Safety 
and Security and city police, acted as local coordinator of 
the trip. 
"IT WAS just a project to be put on my resume," 
Fields said. 
He originally planned the trip through Campus Inter- 
national Travels in Michigan in August. He later cancel- 
ed with them because of an increase in the price, he s;nd 
He then booked with Thomson Vacations in Chicago, 
whom he said quoted the price of the Jamaican trip at 
about $519. 
Ralph Nicolaff, regional sales director for Campus 
Travels, said the $479 cost for the Campus Travels trip 
was not previously increased, but he said he warned 
Fields that changes in rate schedules and deregulation of 
airlines could cause the price to change. 
"It would probably not have been any more than $200. ' 
he added. 
FIELDS BOOKED with Thomson Vacations on Nov. 2. 
seven days before the $25 security deposits were due into 
Campus Travels, Ken Larson, vice president of ad- 
ministration for the company, said. 
Thomson required a $50 security deposit, he added. 
Fields said he canceled with Campus Travels and 
booked with Thomson Vacations on the same day. but he 
could not give the exact date. 
Nicolaff said he did not know that Fields canceled the 
trip until after the security deposits were past due. 
He said when the company did not receive the security 
deposits on the Nov. 9 due date, he later tried to call 
Fields. 
FIELDS" ROOMMATE, John Keegan, a senior selling- 
sales major, told Nicolaff that Fields possessed 80 
deposits payable to Campus Travels. 
Later, Fields explained that he was collecting the 
checks first and then he was going to send them to Cam- 
pus Travels. 
"Ralph (Nicolaff I knew that I had the checks down in 
my place," Fields said. 
"After some difficulty in getting ahold of Joe Fields, he 
said he wasn't getting any cooperation and his grades 
were dropping and that it was becoming too much of a 
problem for him. and he wanted to cancel the trip.'' 
Nicolaff added. 
The $25 checks to Campus Travel had to be returned to 
each person, and new checks for the $50 Thomson deposit 
had to be written, Chris Huelskamp. a senior secretarial 
administration major, said. 
FIELDS ADVERTISED the vacation from $389 in Oc- 
tober. He said the difference from the actual Thomson 
price would be earned through fund raising. 
Each person was issued 50 raffle tickets tor a free trip 
to Jamaica. Fields said. 
He explained that he deducted $1 of the fare for each 
ticket sold. The drawing was to be held Jan. 21 at a cam- 
pus beer blast, he said. 
Fields said a Thomson Vacations' representative told 
him he would probably have the Sea Wind Hotel. Fields 
said he booked the hotel, and later found out he could not 
get enough rooms. He had to switch to the Hilton, which 
cost $110 more. 
Gabi Coatsworth, vice president of marketing for 
Thomson Vacations, said there were cheaper trips to 
Jamaica available with several less expensive notel 
accomodations. 
FIELDS SAID during an all-expense paid organiza- 
tional trip to Jamaica last quarter through the agency, 
he looked! at less expensive hotels. 
"The cheaper hotels were real dives," he said. 
The increased price for the hotel, air fare increases 
and a $40 hotel departure tax not previously accounted 
for caused the total price to increase to $590, Fields said. 
Many persons complained about the lack of com- 
munication Fields displayed. 
BINKLEY, a senior elementary education major, said 
she was not informed about the price increase until she 
talked to a roommate of Fields' when callling to inquire 
about turning in money earned from raffle ticket sales. 
You'd call him and leave a message, and he'd never, 
never get back to you," Huelskamp said. 
Fields' roommates said persons often called about the 
trip, and Fields would not be home or would refuse to 
answer the phone. 
"We were getting a lot of flack for being his room- 
mates." one said. 
"AFTER I TALK <>P ihp nhone 20 times, you really 
don't feel like talkinu Fields said. 
The raffle drawing, to be held at a beer blast on Jan. 21. 
was canceled when University officials learned it would 
be sponsored by an official University organization, he 
said. 
The raffle has not yet been held, but Fields said he his 
planning for one by March 10. 
A fundraiser for the trip held at Dixie Electric Com- 
pany on Nov. 4 in connection with WIOT-FM Night raised 
$1,000 for the trip, Huelskamp said. A free trip tor two to 
Jamaica was given away, she added. 
Fields sent out a letter Feb. 12, announcing the 
cancellation of the trip "due to circumstances that are 
now uncontrollable." 
He stated in the letter that the raffle was still going to 
be held, and anyone wishing to put raffle tickets in the 
drawing should send them to off-campus mailbox 4708 
before Feb. 22. It added that persons not wishing to put 
their tickets in the drawing were responsible for return- 
ing the money. 
Laurel Gregor, a senior retailing major who sold the 
high of 149 rattle tickets, said last week that she had filed 
a complaint with Campus Safety and Security after 
Fields failed to return raffle ticket money she turned in 
previously. 
But she said this weeek that Fields paid her on Sunday. 
The check was signed by Fields' father Robert. 
BILL BESS, director of Campus Safety, said they are 
working with the city police department on the case. 
Bess said he cannot make a statement because the case 
was still under investigation. 
Jim Ray, the Campus Safety officer investigating the 
case, also declined to make a statement. 
Thomson is now returning security deposit money, 
although it was originally agreed that the money was not 
refundable after 90 days, Coatsworth said. 
Photostatic copies of canceled checks can be sent to 
Thomson, she said. But, she added that the company is 
having difficulty returning some checks due to in- 
complete addresses. 
The Marriage of 
Figaro 
FRIDAY, 
MAJCH5 
• P.M. 
SUNDAY, 
MARCH 7 
3 P.M. 
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
presented by the 
Bowling Green State University 
Opera Theater 
HJH — tXa. Sl»dinW t S«nle> OHum -1.00 j» oa» mm mw+ i am, t. M • m,-a *» «*•»;«•> JJ 
i.    -no^m.ii> ■    .H»il»CWlni Inlliill l illIM"  
KOBACXEftHAU. 
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CSrm 
tmam mt—mm «*»■ ■•—'- m mm «<■" 
Happy Birthday Mary Barnes 
You could be the next 
CABARET DIRECTOR 
(or Spring Quarter!! 
Applications are now available in the Tentative Cabaret May 20-22 
UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union Questions? Please call 2-2343 
Deadline is March 12, so apply now! 
CCHA HOCKEY 
TICKET INFORMATION 
Bowling Green will host the Northern Michigan Wildcats in the 1 st 
round of the 1982 CCHA PLayoffs this weekend at the BGSU Ice 
Arena with games scheduled as follows: 
SATURDAY  MARCH 6   7:30 p.m. 
SUNDAY    MARCH 7   7:30 p.m. 
SPECIAL NOTICE  TO  FANS WHO HAVE  ALREADY  PURCHASED 
CCHA   PLAYOFF TICKETS  
BLUE TICKETS SATURDAY 
GREEN TICKETS. SUNDAY 
TICKETS FOR THE 1 ST ROUND PLAYOFF GAMES ARE ON SALE 
DAILY AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE, OPEN 9:00-5:00 
FOLLOW THE FALCONS TO PROVIDENCE! 
Cakh-22 
\rVewant 
some leaders who follow 
instructions: 
i Please fill out and return this coupon 
Or call 2I6-444-I686 collect 
Send to Linda Nash Foote RN Room 21 
University Hospitals of Cleveland 
University Circle Cleveland Ohio44l06  > 
Kami- 
AJdirv 
Cilij                                        ^lale                                Zip 
PdnMP 
School at Nursiitd 
C.raA  riale                                                                       ■ 
University Hospitals ol Cleveland 
• 
BGSU 
Students 
All-inclusive Package! 
inn   TnatajMrttttua   Ma  DffLaaa   Uolorcoach 
Dai*   iNffri Maal wMftt In Fan   Laaiaiaah 
UrL.nr AccMMatotom far MM   taad* •*   yoti 
■Uv   M   lb*   fmtrmimJi   a*   wyaxipb   atotrt   Maturing 
Atr ComUaomM Rooms 
Color Ttknttom mml Mown nt rar* room 
Lmrmr Hrmud Fool onJ Hoi  Tub S/« 
Chtettt" food** Urn 
For Reservations and Information  call 
Jeff —354-1644 
or 
John -352-1617 
With a deposit of only 1100.00, you can CHARGE the balance 
on your Him- Kf/WM and you won't be billed until March 31. 
1982? Your Htm Kcye<ir,l is accepted at line Restaurants, 
Nightclub* and merchant! throughout Fon Lauderdale once 
you get here, and should you need it. you'll be able to get an 
CrfifTgency CAIII advance at our Fort Lauderdale office. You 
must be a Bbie Keycanl member i ■ take advantage of thii trip. 
It'i easy to get your* today - just pick up an application n any 
of our Bowling Green merchants who accept the card 
i    —i—■—■ 
Blue  Keycard 
Falcons 
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Falcons post 'novel'-ty win over MU 
stiff photo by Dal* Omori 
BG's Marcus Nawbarn Jumps high for a shot ovar 
Miami's Jeff Lisath during last night's gama In Ander- 
son Arena. 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor 
Last night's game between Bowling 
Green and Miami in Anderson Arena 
had all the ingredients of a novel. 
And as unbelievable as it may seem, 
some of the hokey stuff written ui those 
far-out pieces of prose really do 
happen. 
David Jenkins is a case in point, as 
BG's talented 6-foot-S sophomore over- 
came more adversity yesterday than 
some people encounter in a lifetime. 
Jenkins was the leading character in 
BG's 81-78 first-round Mid-American 
Conference victory over the Redskins, 
but there were plenty of other players 
on both teams that had significant 
parts in the emotion-packed game. 
The stars included: 
•Mil's skinny 6-4 sophomore, Chuck 
Stahl, who hit his first 10 shots of the 
Same and poured in 32 points, even 
lough he came into the game averag- 
ing just 9.2 points per game and had 
never scored more than 17 points in his 
collegiate career. ■BG's Bill Faine, who scored 13 
Suits and grabbed eight rebounds. 
ore importantly, Fame combined 
with teammate Lamar Jackson to hold 
MU's high-scoring center, George 
Sweigert, to just three points and six 
rebounds. 
•BG's Marcus Newbern, who heated 
up in the second half and hit 16 of his 22 
points. 
OH, THERE were several others in 
the cast: MU's Chuck Dahn and Jeff 
Lisath; BG's David Greer, Bill Szabo 
and John Flowers. But none of them 
shined brighter than Jenkins. 
Jenkins, whose home in Warren, 
Ohio, suffered severe damage earlier 
this season in a fire, was in Warren 
again yesterday under even more un- 
fortunate circumstances — to attend 
the wake of his late grandfather. 
Still, BG coach John Weinert and the 
Falcons had expected Jenkins to return 
to BG in time for the game. That 
became impossible when his car spun 
off the road and went into a ditch on the 
Ohio Turnpike late yesterday 
afternoon. 
"When he wasn't here at quarter-til- 
eight (tipoff was at 8 p.m.), we just 
didn't put him in the book,'' Weinert 
said. "In the back of my mind, I was 
worried that he might have slipped off 
the road somewhere on the way back, 
but I didn't even want to think about it. 
"My feeling before the game was 
when is all this going to stop?' " 
WEINERT'S misery stopped sooner 
than he might have suspected when 
Jenkins suddenly arrived at halftime 
and trotted on to the court amidst a 
Bowling Green's basketball team 
advanced to the semi-final round of 
the   Mid-American   Conference 
Glayoffs with its win over Miami, 
ist night in Anderson Arena. 
The Falcons will face Northern 
Illinois, a 70-48 overtime winner 
against Ohio University last night, 
in the semi-finals. Regular season 
MAC champion Ball State faces 
Western Michigan In the other 
semi-final. 
Both games will be held this Fri- 
day night at Crisler Arena in Ann 
Arbor, Mich., with the BSU-WMU 
contest starting at 7:30 p.m. and 
BG's game with NIU immediately 
following. 
Tickets for both the semi-finals 
and the finals, which are scheduled 
for Saturday night, are available at 
the ticket office In Memorial Hall. 
shower of cheers. It was as if the vocal 
Anderson Arena crowd of 2,863 had 
each telegramed a message to God 
after a near-disastrous BG first half 
and their prayers had been answered. 
Weinerrs decision not to put Jenkins' 
name in the scorebook before the game 
ended up costing the Falcons a 
technical foul at the beginning of the se- 
cond half. But in the long run, Jenkins 
proved to be BG's salvation. 
"As soon as he got here, we found out 
the ruling. We didn't want to put him in 
where it would coat us a possession, but 
we wanted him in there as soon as 
possible," Weinert said. "I think it 
would have been a long second half 
without David Jenkins." 
Thus, Jenkins officially entered the 
game with 19:19 left and the score 43-35 
in favor of the Redskins. Although he 
didn't hit his first basket until nearly 
six minutes later his mere presence on 
the court seemed to spark the Falcons. 
"I LISTENED to the first half on the 
radio. They kept saying how I wouldn't 
be here, but I came and surprised 
everybody," Jenkins said. "I was sit- 
ting there laughing part of the way 
because they (the radio announcers) 
didn't have the right story. 
"All I could think about was coming 
in and contributing right away getting 
involved in the game. I missed my first 
two shots, but then I loosened up a little 
bit- 
Jenkins also did a fine defensive job 
on Stahl, who was firing in shots from 
all over the court and had led MU to as 
much as a 15-point advantage in the 
first half. 
After Stahl had hit 10 of 11 shots from 
the field and added two free throws for 
22 first- half points. Jenkins helped 
limit him to just two-tor-six shooting in 
the second half. 
It took Jenkins just barely 30 seconds 
to connect again after hitting his first 
field goal with 14:06 left. For the re- 
mainder of the game, Jenkins and 
Newbern teamed up to spell defeat for 
MU. 
NEWBERN'S 22-footer with 11:33 to 
go drew the Falcons to within one, 
57-56. In the next two and one-half 
minutes, Jenkins hit three baskets to 
keep the Falcons close. 
His 20-foot jumper with 7:52 left cut 
MU's lead back to one, 65-64, and 
Newbern's next tally gave BG its first 
lead of the game, 66-65. 
The Falcons held that lead for all of 
32 seconds, but neither team led by 
more than three the rest of the wav. as 
the lead changed hands three more 
times. 
With 4:09 to play and MU clinging to 
a precarious 71-68, Sweigert angrily 
stomped off the floor after receiving his 
fifth foul, a defensive victim of Bill 
Faine's for the second straight game. 
"My main job was to stop Sweigert 
again," Faine said. "Tonight, I just 
wanted to keep him off the boards.' 
Newbern hit another clutch basket 
with 2:48 remaining that enabled BG to 
retake the lead a final time, 75-74. 
Following an exchange of four points 
each for the two teams that made it 
79-78 BG with 40 seconds left, Newbern 
completed his heroics. 
With the Falcons trying to run the 
final ticks off the clock for the win, MU 
began to gamble. That almost paid off 
when Stahl nearly came up with a 
steal, but with just nine seconds to go 
MU's Billy Lewis was forced to foul 
Newbern. Both of the senior co- 
captain's charity tosses hit the bottom 
of the net to clinch BG's 81-78 victorv 
"Newbem wasn't to be denied," MU 
coach Darreil Hedric said. "He made 
the' kev baskets for them at the key 
times/' 
It was Stahl who did that for the 
Skins in the opening half, as he led MU 
to its biggest lead of the game, 35-20, 
with 6:13 to go before half. While Stahl 
was phenomenal, the Falcons were 
listless. 
"I was watching Joe Namath on a 
Brute commercial before I came over 
here (to Anderson Arena) today," said 
Greer, who had 16 points and five 
assists. "All I kept thinking was, 'This 
must be his Brute day, because he ain't 
missing.' 
"We didn't have David (Jenkins) in 
the first half and it took us a little time 
to get going. Once he got here and the 
crowd started cheering, it was con- 
tagious. That's a credit to our team." 
You couldn't write a novel like 
this." Weinert said. 
On, I bet you could. 
JUMP ROPE FOR YOUR HEART classifieds- 
'Meat' America's 
Greatest Heros. 
at 
SUBMEQUICK 
LUNCH SPECIAL' 
Mon  Fri. — 11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
STARTER — horn, salami  provolone chaas* 
HURDLER — swiss a provolone cheese 
SPRINTER-turkey 
PACER — hom it swiss cheese 
Above subs stort with moyo l*tiuc« tomoto o«*on 
m.ld peppers   Hal.on cVeuing !mod« hot on ••fl-iil) 
JAVELIN-hot .ub 
Italian sausage with 
peppers, onions 
C sauce. 
All tub. II,„d only 
£*|99 I I    tot-In or ■   Corey Out 
HAPPY 
HOURS 
IVHYDA' 
IfOKI 
aewiMOar* 
^^Q(y/cv 
UJf. Woottor 
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1S24U3 
Dolivory itortt 
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430 on Sun 
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FOUND MALE GREY'SLAC* TIQER- 
STPiPtD   CAT     VICINITY   OF   ]RO  AND 
MIOM  CALL JS2-6QS1  
FOUNO     BACOutlBALL    RACQLE' 
McDONAlD PARKING  lO'  ON  . 
CALL ? 'Ql' 
LOST MAN s GOLD CLASS MNG BIUE 
STONE INITIALS T J S LOST BETWEEN 
UMVER&T* .% BA'CHELW* *AI_< * 
FOUND   PLEASE   CON* *C   At* 
4375  
Lot)   M   Dtuc *t* *aD*w -\j   2 25-8J 
near Rec    Cartel   RE A AHO' *»HM ■■ 
352 2280      352 IBM 
ATTENTION ORAD STUDENTS' GET TO 
GETMEH AT SAM IS FOR A CHEAP 
BUZ2 WEDNESDAY IS QRAO NIGHT- 
HAPPY HOURS FOR ALL GRAD STu 
DENTS  9PH      CLOSE 
BAS* BLUES 
FOftjQHl 
f/.E 
rui • ■ 
UU   " 
0*H 
•     ' ROM 
R-CONG 
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WATUL- 
"HE" 
■ 
-s 
.-•.- 
2 people "#*a 
Fie or **m.ly o 
352-4522 
"OA 10 Fi   M.««i EtPJCf 
r- Spring BrMl 
SERVICES OFFERED 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 00 AM      10 O0PM 
l  ICO 434-40J» 
■ 'yO-N; «■ eaSCe*"*    'a'BS i- 
IfeMM -l«.»e't.l ■>■>"»   Ql   leer  cvapc <- 1 
kttS  . tid u330 
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Unkmrted   f43 A Wootler   353-326' 
Applications 
Are Now Being Accepted for 
Editor 
of a New Campus Magazine 
Associated with Student Publications 
and the School Of Journalism 
Apply 106 University Hall Deadline:  March 19, 5p.m. 
for further information call 372-2601 
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 NIGHT IS COMING''  
Sanitary Dry Oaarvng 
Seme* a.*iao*j at JEANS— N-THiNGS 
 f».t 1 Ffcogo St  
SHARIE GRAHAM CorvgraU on gwtllng 
accaptad to Botion CWiaga'• prMllftoot 
La* School lo»e. Anna ft RHa  
SHAROM KARRAS-YOU CO SUCH AN 
EXCELLENT JOB ON FLOFttDA FUNG 
CONGRATULATIONS ON GETTING AC- 
TIVE OF THE WEEK YOU SURE 0E 
SERVED tT     LOVE    VOUR ALPHA PHI 
.'4STERS ^^____ 
Hay Sua Snodgraaa-Aiari I you getting 
married* Congratulations on your en- 
gagement to Bruce Hememenn Welcome 
lo the 'im.if   Loee "MOM' 
Career Wee* hat arrMed m UcDonald 
Uat' 7 30 p m Eati Ma.n tounge 
SUE B T*aK-'iNK. THANKS FOR THE 
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TO TH| CO<-1 c HOURS FROA. • 30 
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THE BROWN OUT IS COMING 
MARCH IS — YOU CAN HELP    
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To EM and hit Alpha S*g brofhert. All o* 
you did such a toper too on Florida Fling 
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next yet" Loee The Alpha Phis 
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WHEN YOU RE OUT OP FOOD COU 
PONS YOU RE NOT OUT OF SPAGHETTI' 
THE GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNER- 
MARCH I3TH LOOK FOR IT- 
WANTED 
Congratulations to the 
New Alpha Gamma Delta 
Sue Hickman 
Patsy Orr 
Rebecca Evens 
Mary Jo Ferazza 
Vicky Smith 
Susan Swope 
Lisa Kaiser 
Rose Rizzolla 
Suzanne Swanson 
Initiates 
and outstanding 
pledge: 
Rina Shere 
Gloria Neesham 
Susie Woodiff 
Mary Davis 
Carrie Levine 
Nancy Shumm 
Terri Bonza 
Jeanette Broncar 
Barb Nettrour 
Preferred Properties 
835 High St. — Rental Office 
Phone 352-9378 
9:00—4:30 Monday—Friday 
Apartment Complexes 
Haven House 
Piedmont - 8th & High St. 
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St. 
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St. 
707 Sixth St. 
Small Bldgs. - Manvllle 
(bOwwn Sixth S Sev«nlh Sts.) 
Features 
2 Bedroom • carpeted and furnished * Gas heat & air 
conditioning • gas cooking (Landlord pays gas) * Laun- 
dry areas in each building * Residents pay oriy light • 
Lots of closet space * 1 '/■ bath. 
Special Features 
AJ residents wH be granted membership to Health Spa 
a new facility built in 1981 a features the following 
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool * Metos 
Sauna * Sun Lamps » Shower Massage * Complete 
Exercise Facilities A Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, efficiencies, 1 bedrooms 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
ATTtNTlON I F RMTE NEEOEO NOW 
ONLV S98 tt MO  PLEASE CALL JAMIE 
3S2BM5  
i F note naetfed 10 Vwc «>ce *o» on Stfi 
* S   Co-age lor 02 S3 school yea*   Ce> 
ether 3S2 7269 <v 3*2 -1491  
Female roo*wneie neetfed s#f- «*. 
MBEHUT   NO irirMNM. Unleeriilf VMafe 
Caal 3SMTH.  
f RMTE   NEEOEO FOR -PR OTR 
UNIVERSITY VILLAQE   RENT 
VERY NEQOTIAwH   CALL 3»2-tltt 
F   ituOeni o—oed lo •* noue* near Cem- 
oua   Lease* w* accept 'eMonaHe rent 
orter Ph   3M_T365  
M RMTE. NEEOEO FOR tPR. 
FURNttMEO. IlOtrteO 
 CALL It2-«tt>  
M rmte needed So- Otr Furn' >C 
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T^n 3S4-I4Q9  
F <rmt needed 1882 83 school year Lg 
2odrm twrn aot $t20mo 3'2 5i33c- 
3724731 
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M <--Hf -eedej 6.' **J Tr* Bro"t*ood 
Em Si   Si'SMo oms UN C*« Joe 372 
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SI37 50 person oh* eeuClKUy   CM 364 
'•123  
NEEO 1 F RMTE FOR 
SPR OTR. OWN ROOM f 125IMO 
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■ OR 2 MALE RMIES 
NEEDEOSPR QTR 
 TIMOR-STEVE   3S3 7QH 
F. nwM. IMMMM ler Spr at UW<ersHy 
v«iage   (RENT VERY NEGOTIABLE: Can 
»HIW  
M run*, rteedid Pay UJ rani |S*3 14) 
plus 113 electric bill   Sublet til June l»S2 
CBReSSeiTf.  
N-ce apenmeni ontv S3O0 <or spr «■ 
DeepereWy   need a 'oonwat*   CUMe 10 
campus Caa35^ rbO'  
l f «"H lor so> 3*r ' Ot" 'row camoua 
LOWieW AC Ow-aPrr" C-W 3M_SS4' 
WANTEO      FEMALt     BABYSITTER     CM 
3S2 4S66  
ATTENTION. APT   AVAIL. SPR  OTR 
ACROSS FROM THE WINOMRl' 
M OR F   UTii NeCL. CABLE TV 
 3E>4*wS  
M   RMTF.   TO SHARE 
FURN   APT   WTR   t SPR   OTHS 
 CALL 3S2 JO&O 
Two F rmies needed to* summer ot' 
Eiceeem rocai-x Reduced rent plus i s 
*i«» CM 3S2 2639  
RMTE NEEDED SPR QTK 
720MANVK.Lt   MOUSE   362 2408 
CONTACT   JIMMtlZOER 
7 Brp   'urn   house   2 b»s   tiom campus 
area Wee nept comiortaow private Land- 
lord pays tor neat Avert summe* or IM CM 
jrie- Spm 3S2 '279  
t M non-trnoKer needed tor ouwi apt > 
ca.   from campus   Spr   Otr   S33&   352- 
8'11  
I M   rmte  lor Sprng Quartet 
UNIVERSITY VILLAQE 
Pleeae phono 353 3065 
HELP WANTEO 
ACTRESSES FOR RESEARCH VIDEO 
TAPES  CONTACT PATRKK FITZGERALD 
AT WBOU-TV   372QI2*  
BABYSITTER NEEDED MON.—TMURS 
DIFFERENT HOURS EACH DAY. 
 cmnnw*  
MettcM EiMWvar or MddcM FM0 Mtjor 
needed « Bowing Green area to do Mode 
■neuranoe Eums Car neceasary Senc 
reeumeto I Sc-noola 111 E Cncago « 
60SH 
4 Sale' Leavng u S Ponitac G Pru 1972 
$390 Si iai>o turnUio-B 8»ac> $50 
owe $15 Phone Gero 354 i486 or 2- 
02 5B 
19«B Mercury Wagon   Jo»i lured   No rusl 
ihom F«r>oai S5O0 CM Bun 7 3946 
vw Bug "eaoers mm quss pacneo murne« 
S63 BRAND NEW JfO sto. n DO. FrISM 
36HOand^(l 63 JO HP ong«es ,»no »* 
improve £*» -n-eau. ang iH-'or-wnce 
De*ic« 37? i486 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
NOONTIME 
ENTERTAINMENT 
FOR FALL: 2 torm lurn acts S3' 7ir. Si 
Teneni pays only etecTictv   9 mo   leaae 
C*- John Newto»e Real Estate 1S2-8SS3 
Aoartmenti and Houses 
FM t Summer Rentals 
Near Cr*0u» 36? f365  
APTS    FURN    SUMMER 4 FALL 
UTB. WCLUOEO 2 BLKS WEST OF 
AOMIN BLOG   352 "56 
Apt   lor suOteaae Wtr   4 Spr   Otrs   Brand 
new lurrkShed   ' Ddrm    1 Da>  Irom campus 
CMavwhrngs   352 2443 
Campus Manor  Now Renting lo-  summe' 
Specai summer rates   A C 352 9302 or 
352 7365gv*>n.ng%  
E«»c*ncy Apt   A-an 
Sotntg Qvarter 
 Phone 352 '496  
EflK  e«M  Summe* Ouatar   SUSwthuM 
CM Snane 352 2260  
Furn l untu/n apis ava4 3rd a 4tn Sis 
Summer spec jl rates $400 Also leaamg 
tor    I9B2B3   school   year    352 4380 
• Q 30     2 30 Sun      Thurt  
NOW LEASING 1962 1980 School ,«ai 
Boggs Real estate 303 < 2 S Man   362 
9457 or 3523941  
Mouse near Unnrersity 3 4 people wanted 
AyM June 2 students lor garage apt F oi 
M    CM 669 2468 atte.  8 00 p m    Keep 
">"9 "" . 
ROCK   LEDGE   MANOR    large    turn    2 
Ddrm iu.ury apis 2 t<* Oaths d-nwaaher 
AC  eetw yte>o"  eitra closet 4 storage 
space laundry tacatws and storage cages 
An ut« turn ercept e*ec   Now leasing lor 
summer 4 IM 850 Snth St at S Coaeoe 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 
303 t 2 S MAM ST 
3529457   352 3841 
 OFFICE HOURS   11 J  
1  BOFtM   APT   FOR RENT 
SPR OTR FURN 
 CALL 352  7645  
FOR RENT i or 2 Ddrm opts tor 82 63 
school yr Across liom cefhpue Buat m 
1981   Energy ancient   Locale] at 5t'E 
Reed CM 352 6504  
124 SIXTH ST ARTS. 2 eMrta. tutfv Itm. 
AC    Now  leai.ng  lor   summer  and NaT. 
Can 3S2-4W8 after4 p.m.  
ACROSS FROM FOUNDERS 
1 BORM FURN AVAIL   SPR OTR 
S?20MO   PLUS DEPOSIT   362 4131 
1 Ddrm apt unlurn —you pay ui* One yr 
•eaaa    Deooari   'eojmrad    SiSOmo   CM 
John ai 352 2764 ------. 
BRAND NEW 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS   APT FOR RENT 
SPR OTR PH   352 1230 
; 2 Ddrm apt lor 1962-83kjKhool year CM 
I 267 3341  
I 2 Ddrm turn   ap)   <c- FM 1982 CM 362 
2663   706 Seventh SI 
Presents 
TODAY 
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
Free & Open to All 
ITS 
NO SECRET 
IN THE 
BGNBrVS 
ClASSIFIEDS 
M 
m 
